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Abstract 
Plummer, M.D., Extending matchings in planar graphs IV, Discrete Mathematics 109 (1992) 
207-219. 
The structure of certain non-Zextendable planar graphs is studied first. In particular, 
4-connected S-regular planar graphs which are not 2-extendable are investigated and examples 
of these are presented. It is then proved that all 5-connected even planar graphs are 
2-extendable. Finally, a certain configuration called a generalized buttefly is defined and it is 
shown that 4-connected maximal planar even graphs which contain no generalized butterfly are 
2-extendable. 
1. Introduction and terminology 
Let p and n be integers with 0 < n <p/2. A graph G on p points is said to be 
n-extendable if G contains a matching of size n and every matching of size n 
extends to a perfect matching. In [lo] (this paper will be considered part I of this 
series) it was proved that no planar graph is 3-extendable. On the other hand, 
many planar graphs are I-extendable; for example, any 3-regular 2-line-connected 
graph is 1-extendable by a result of Berge [l, Theorem 13, p. 1601 and Cruse [2] 
(see also [8]). (Note that planarity is not a necessary part of the hypothesis here.) 
Thus perhaps the most interesting task remaining along this line is the study of 
2-extendable planar graphs. 
In paper II of this series [4]. 2-extendability in the important class of simpfe 
3-polytopes (i.e., 3-regular 3-connected planar graphs) was investigated. In 
particular, it was shown that any simple 3-polytope G having cyclic connectivity 
CA(G) at least 4 and having no faces of size 4 must be 2-extendable. If G is a 
bipartite simple 3-polytope with cil(G) 2 4, then by planar duality and Euler’s 
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theorem, C must contain faces of size 4. However, these graphs are 2extendable. 
(This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 3.2 of [5].) It should be noted that 
planarity is quite crucial here. In [7] it is a corollary to a much more general result 
that there are graphs which are (nonplanar) 3-regular 3-connected and not 
2-extendable, but have arbitrarily large cyclic connectivity! 
In paper III of this series [6), 2-extendability of r-regular r-connected planar 
even graphs for r = 4 and 5 was investigated. (A graph is said to be even if it has 
an even number of points.) It was shown there that all 5-regular 5-connected 
planar graphs are 2-extendable. The situation for the case when r = 4 is not so 
simple, but several sufficient conditions foi 2-extcndability were stated and 
proved in [6) as well. 
In the case of graphs with connectivity less than 5, the presence of certain 
induced subgraphs clearly prevents 2-extendability. Let us cali the 5-point graph 
having one point of degree 4 and 4 points of degree 2 a butte_$y This is the 
smallest member of a more general family which we now introduce. Let e, = u1 v, 
a2d e2 = u2v2 be two independent lines in a connected graph G. Then if the graph 
G - ui -vi - u2 - v2 contains an odd component C,, the induced subgraph 
G[V(C,) U {u,, v,, u2, v2}] is called a generalized buttefly (or gbutterJIy in 
short). Obviously, if such a subgraph is present, the two lines e, an e2 cannot be 
extended to a perfect matching and G is therefore not extendable. 
The absence of gbutterllies, however, is not enough TV guarantee 2- 
extendability even in a 4-connected planar even graph. In Section 2 of the present 
paper, we investigate the structure of 4-connected 5-regular planar even graphs 
without gbutterflies, but which still fail to be 2- extendable. A number of examples 
are presented as well. 
In Section 3, it is shown that 5-connected planar even graphs are 2-extendable 
whether or not they are regular. Finally, it is proved that a 4-connected maximal 
planar even graph containing no gbutterlly must be 2-extendable. 
Note that all graphs in this paper are assumed ;o be connected, unless 
otherwise specified. For the sake of brevity, we shall abbreviate n-regular by nR, 
n-connected by nC, even by E, planar by P and maximal planar by MAXP. For 
example, ‘G is 4C5RPE’ means ‘G is 4-connected, 5-regular, planar and even’. 
We abbreviate ‘perfect matching’ by pm. Also, if S is the cutset of points in a 
connected graph G, denote by co(G - S) the number of odd components of 
G - S. If F is a face of a plane graph we shall denote the cycle bounding this face 
by aF. Finally, if points u and v of a graph are adjacent, we shall often write 
u-v . 
2. Properties of an exceptional famiEy of graphs 
A property of graphs different from 2-extendability, but nevertheless, closely 
related to it, is that of bicriticafity. A graph G is &critical if G - u - v has a pm 
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for all pairs of distinct points u and v. A 3-connected bicritrcal graph is called a 
brick. Bricks play an important role in a canonical decomposition of graphs in 
terms of their matchings. (See [8] for details.) The family of 2-extendable graphs 
partitions nicely in that such a graph is either bipartite or bicritical (Theorem 4.2 
of [9]). (That no graph can be both bipartite and bicritical is immediate.) 
Theorem 2.1. If G is 4CPE, then G is a brick. 
Proof. Choose u, v E V(G). By a result of Thomassen (Corollary 2 of [ 1 l]), there 
is a Hamilton path Ed joining u and v. (This also follows from Tutte’s theorem on 
Hamiltonian cycles in planar graphs [13] when used in its full generality. This 
theorem of Tutte is in turn a corollary of Thomassen’s main result in [ 111.) But 
path JG has odd length and hence so does JG - u - v. Thus JG - u - v contains a pm 
ofG-u- v. So G is bicritical and since it is 4-connected, it is a brick. Cl 
But, since all bicritical graphs are 1-extendable, we then have the following 
immediate corollary. 
Corollary 2.2. If G is 4CPE, then G is 1-extendable. 
It is not true in general, however, that if G is 4CPE, then G is 2-extendable. In 
fact, there are examples of 4CPE graphs which are 4-regular or 5-regular, have no 
gbutterflies and yet are still not 2-extendable. For the 4-regular case, the reader is 
referred to [6]. We wil! study the S-regular case below. 
At this point let us introduce the conct-pt of an {e,, e2}-blocker. Let G be any 
connected even graph and let e, and e2 be any two independent lines in G. A set 
S E V(G) is an {e,, e,}-blocker if S contains both lines e, and e2 and ISI = 
co(G - S) + 2. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose graph G is 1-extendable, but not 2-extendable. Suppose, in 
particular, that (e,, e2) does not extend. Then G contains an (e,, e2)-blocker. 
Proof. Let ei=UiVi, i=l,2. NOW G”=G-u~-v~-u~-v~ has no pm, SO by 
Tutte’s l-factor theorem [12], there is a set S” E V(G”) such that IS”1 < 
q,(G” - S”) and hence by parity (since G is even), IS”1 G co(G” - S”) - 2. But 
G is 1-extendable and so e, lies in a pm of G. Thus IS”1 = co(G” - S”) - 2 and 
so if we let S=S”U {u,, vi, u2, v,} , we have ISI = IS”1 + 4 = co( G” - S”) + 2 = 
co(G - S) + 2 and S is an {e,, e,}-blocker. Cl 
Although we make no further use of it in the present paper, we include the 
next result on minimal blockers. A set S c V(G) is a minimal (e, , e,}-blocker if it 
is an {e,, e,}-blocker, but no proper subset of S is a blocker with respect to this 
same pair of lines {e, , e2}. 
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Theorem 2.4. Let G be a l-extendable graph contuining the two independent 
et = U1l.F~ and e2 = u~v2 and let S be a minimal (e,, e&blocker. Let 
lines 
Then, ifs” f a, each poitat of s” is adjacent o no odd component of G - S or to at 
least three odd components of G - S. 
Proof. Suppose S” # 0. Suppose u E S” and suppose u is adjacent to at least one 
odd component of G - S. 
Suppose now that u E S” is adjacent to exactly one odd component of G” - S”, 
say Cr. Then G[V(C,) U {u}] is an even component of G”- S”. So 
@()(G” - (s” - u)) = c,,( c” - S”) - 1. 
so 
IS”-u]<(S”(--l=c,,(G”-S”)-2-l=c,,(G”-(S”-u))-1-1 
= c,,(G” - (S” - u)) - 2 
and again since G has a pm, equality must hold. Hence the minimality of S is 
contradicted. 
Now suppose that u E S” is adjacent to exactly two odd components CI and C2 
of G - S. Let S”’ = S” - u. Then G[ V(C,) U V(C,) U {u}] is an odd component of 
G” - S”‘, so c,,( G” - S”‘) = c,,( G” - S”) - 1. Thus 
(s”(=(s”(-~=~,(G‘“-S”)+~-~=C,(G”-S’”)+~+~-~ 
= c,(G - 9”) + 2, 
again contradicting the minimality of S. 0 
We note in passing that regardless of whether (e,, e2}-blocker S is minimal or 
not, each of the four points ul, v, , u2 and vz must be adjacent to at least one of 
the odd components of G -S since G is 1-extendable. Also note that for any 
blocker S, no pair of independent lines contained in G[S] can extend to a pm; not 
just the pair (e,, e,} used to define the blocker. 
For the remainder of this paper, let us call any graph G exceptional if it is 
4CPE. but not 2-extendable. 
Theorem 2.5. Suppose G is exceptional, e, and e, are two independent lines in 
E(G) and S is an (e,, e&blocker. Then: 
(a) G - S has no even components and 
(b) each odd component of G - S has exactly four points of attachment in S. 
Proof. Let s = IS]. Form a new graph BG from G by contracting all components 
of G - S (odd or even) to singletons and then choose, for each odd component Cj 
of G - S, four lines from C; to four different points of S. (Note that this is 
possible since G is 4-connected.) Finally, delete all lines in G[S] and all singletons 
which correspond to even components of G - S. Let the new bipartite graph thus 
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forme<bc dens BG. Graph BG is pla*lar since G is and has as its bipartition 
S u {C,, . . . , C-2). 
Now IE(BG)( = 4(s - 2) = 4s - 8. But by Euler’s theorem, bY( < 
2 1 V(BG)I - 4 = 4s - 8. Thus equality must hold and it follows that BG is a 
maximal bipartite planar graph so all faces of BG must be quadrilaterals. Now 
reinsert one of the even components of G - S, call it R, while maintaining 
planarity. It follows that R must fit into the interior of one of the quadrilateral 
faces of BG. But R has no lines to any odd component Ci of G - S and hence can 
have lines only to the two points of the quadrilateral which belong to S. But this 
contradicts the fact that G is 4-connected. Hence there can be no even 
components of G - S. 
To prove part (b), note that since grzgh BG is maximal bipartite planar, no 
additional line from any point of an odd Ci to a fifth point of S can be reinserted 
without destroying planarity. Cl 
The object of the next several results is to discuss the structure of exceptional 
graphs which are, in addition, S-regular and then to produce examples of such 
graphs. 
Theorem 2.6. If 5 is a S-regular exceptional graph and S is any (e, , e&blocker in 
G, then: 
(a) the induced subgraph G[S] contains 2, 3, 4 or 5 lines, 
(b) no comporzcnt of G - S is a singleton, and 
(c) if Ci is any odd component of G - S, then Ci is attached to S by 5, 7, 9 or 11 
lines. 
Proof. Recall from Theo-em 2.5(a) that G - S has no even components. Let 
s = ISI and let N be the number of lines with precisely one endpoint in S. 
Fig. 1. Fragment A. 
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Fig. 2. Fra>ment B. 
Now viewed from S, N d 5(s - 4) + 16 = 5s - 4, while viewed from the odd 
components of G - S, N 2 5(s - 2) = 5s - 10 and part (a) follows. 
Part (b) follows immediately from 5regularity and Theorem 2.5(b). 
To prove part (c), note that 2qi = CVEc, deg, 2r = CvEc, degc, v - N, = 
5 ]V(Ci)j - Nip where Ni is the number of lines joining Ci to S and qi = ]E(Ci)l. 
But IV(Ci)l is odd and hence by parity, Ni is odd. Since G is $-connected, Ni 2 5. 
If Nia13, then Na13+5(~-3)=5~-2>5~- 4, contradicting the inequality 
obtained in the proof of part (a). Cl 
We now present fcur exceptional graphs which, in addition, are all 5-regular 
and gbutterlly-free. Our examples make use of the three graphical fragments 
labeled A, B and C and displayed in Figs. l-3. 
Recall from Theorem 2.6(a) that if G is a 5-regular exceptional graph and if S is 
any {e,, e,}-blocker in G, then G[S] contains 2, 3, 4 or 5 lines. In Figs. 4-7, we 
Fig. 3. Fragment C. 
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Fig. 4. An exceptional graph with 2 lines in G[S]. 
produce examples in which G[S] contains these four allowed numbers of lines 
respectively. In all four examples, the small dark points are the points of S and 
the rest of the points of each graph are found in fragments of types A, B and C 
defined above. The four graphs in Figs. 4-7 have 194, 180, 184 and 170 points 
respectively. Finally, note that none of these four graphs contains any 
gbuttetiies. 
Fig. 5. An exceptional graph with 3 lines in G(S]. 
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Fig. 6. An exceptional graph with 4 lines in G[S]. 
3. Two classes of planar 2-extendable graphs 
We now present the first of two general classes of planar graphs which are 
2-extendable. The first result generalizes Theorem 2 of [6]. 
Theorem 3.1. If G is SCPE, then G is 2-extendable. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, G is 1-extendable. Suppose that e, and e2 are two 
independent lines which do not extend to a pm. Then G is exceptional and by 
Lemma 2.3, graph G contains an {e,, e,}-blocker S. But by Theorem 2.5(b), G 
has a cutset of size no greater than 4, a contradiction. Cl 
Fig. 7. An exceptional graph with 5 lines in G[S]. 
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We now turn to our second class of 2-extendable planar graphs. Recall that a 
plane graph G is maximal planar (MAXP), if all faces of G are triangles. 
Theorem 3.3. If G is 4CMAXPE with no gbutterjlies, then G is 2-extendable. 
Proof. Let G be as in the hypothesis and suppose independent lines e, and e2 do 
not extend. Note that by Corollary 2.2, G is 1-extendable. So G is exceptional 
and by Lemma 2.3, contains an {e,, e,}-blocker S. Moreover, by Theorem 2.5(a), 
graph G - S con%ins no even component. 
Form a simple maximal planar bipartite graph BG just as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5; 
Consider C1 andJts four neighbors in BG. Call these neighbors wl, w,, w,, w, 
(clockwise about C,). Let 5 be the_fourth point of the face the boundary of 
which contains wI ,I_v~ and Cr. Let C’ be the fourth point of the face containing 
points w,, w4 ands,._ 
First suppose Ci = Cj. (See Fig. 8(a).) NOW no lines of G can join C, and Cj. 
Moreover, since V(BG) contains S and its maximal bipartite planar, no point of S 
can lie interior to a face of BG. Thus, since G is MAXP, it follows that 
W,-W2-W-jNW4-W1. But then G contains a gbutterfly; for example, the 
subgraph consisting of C,, points wl, w,, w, and w,, the lines of BG joining these 
four points to C, and the two lines w1 w2 and w,w,. 
Ci = Cj 
(a) 
0-4 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
If c#c, (see Fig. 8(b)), the argument is essentially the same. n u 
Several remarks are in order at this point. 
Remark 1. First we note that Theorem 3.2 is not a corollary of Theorem 3.1. The 
graph in Fig. 9 is 4CMAXPE and has no gbutterflies, so it is 2-extendable. But 
the graph is not 5-connected. Note that if the four endpoints of lines e, and e2 are 
deleted, two even components remain. 
Remark 2. There do exist graphs which are 4CMAXPE, which contain gbutter- 
flies and hence are not 2-extendable. The first two members J(22) and J(36) of an 
infinite family 9 = (J(22 + 14k)},“=, where ]J(22 + 14k)] = 22 + 14k, are shown in 
Fig. 10. (It should be clear to the reader how, for k 3 2, to construct J(22 + 14k), 
given J(22 + 14(k - l)).) In each member of this infinite family, lines e, and e2 do 
not extend to a pm. 
Remark 3. There are graphs which are 3CMAXPE, but do not even contain a 
pm! To provide an infinite family of such graphs, we use the concept of a 
Kleetope. (See Grtinbaum [3].) 
For r 23, let T(2r) denote the maximal planar graph on 2r points shown in 
Fig. 11. Now construct the Kleetope over T(2r), Kl(T(2r)), which is the graph 
obtained from T(2r) by inserting a new ‘red’ point in the interior of each 
triangular face of T(2r) and joining the red point to each of the three points 
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J (22) 
I / 
J (36) 
Fig. 10. 
bounding the face in which it lies. Since T(2r) has 4r - 4 faces, the Kleetope 
KI( T(2r)) is a triangulation having 2r + (4r - 4) = 6r - 4 points and hence is 
even. But Kl(T(2r)) h as an independent set of size 4r - 4 (namely, the set of ‘red’ 
points) and 4r - 4 > I V(Kl( 7Q-)))1/2, so Kl(T(2r)) has no pm. 
Remark 4. If we try to weaken the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 in yet another 
wa;‘, again we lose 2-extendability. A graph G is said to be triarrguiar if every line 
Fig. 11. 
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. 
B: 
Fig. 12. 
of G is a line of some triangle in G. In Fig. 12 we display an example of a graph 
G which is 4CPE, is triangular and contains no gbutterflies, but is not 
2-extendable. 
Note that the large points labeled with a ‘B’ denote fourteen instances of 
substituting the 17-point subgraph shown. The resulting graph G has 17 x 14 + 
16 = 254 points and mindeg G = 5. However, no two of the four lines e, , . . . , e4 
extend to a pm. This is easy to see, for if one deletes the four endpoints of, say, 
e, and e2, there remains a graph G” with a set S” of 12 points (i.e., the points not 
labeled ‘B’) and such that G” - S” has 14 odd components (i.e., the 14 
components labeled ‘B’). Since IS”1 < c(,(G” - S”), G” has no pm and hence G is 
not 2-extendable. 
We observe that one can construct an infinite family of graphs (of which the 
graph in Fig. 12 is the smallest) all of which are 4CPE, triangular, have no 
gbutterllies and are not 2-extendable by suitably enlarging the subgraph denoted 
by ‘B’. The details are left to the reader. 
Note added in proof: Since submitting this paper, the author has learned that 
Theorem 3.1 has also been proved by D.-J. Lou (unpubliskd). 
Second note added in proof: The author is especially endebted to one of the 
referees who discovered a significant flaw in a preliminary version of this paper. 
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